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Appliation of the 2-3 AgglomerativeHierarhial Classi�ation on Web usage dataSergiu Chelea and Brigitte TrousseAxIS Researh Team, INRIA1 Sophia-Antipolis, FraneBP 93, 06902 Sophia{Antipolis CedexFirstName.LastName�inria.frAbstrat. In this paper we present a lustering of INRIA1 Web sites'visited topis, using an hierarhial lassi�ation method, the 2-3 Hierar-hial Asending Classi�ation proposed by Patrie Bertrand in [1℄. Theobtained lusters are then analyzed for their relevane.Keywords and phrases: Clustering, Web usage data, Classi�ation, DataMining, 2-3 Hierarhies1 IntrodutionNowadays the rapid and ontinuous growth of the Web an be a seriousobstale for users in their information searh, despite the improvement of existingsearh engines. Personalizing the web spae by analyzing users behaviour anredue their quest for information and help them �nd more easily what theyare looking for. For this, Data Mining tehniques an be used for Web dataanalysis, in one of the three main Web Mining domains: Web Content Mining,Web Struture Mining and Web Usage Mining (WUM).The Web usage data used during the WUM proess are generally the users'navigational paths gathered in Web server logs, sometimes orrelated with in-formations from the other Web Mining proesses, e.g. the site struture. Theusers behaviour analysis helps in the Web site(s) re-oneption proess and alsofailitates users information searh (through dynami inserted links).In this paper we present a lustering of the INRIA Web sites' visited top-is, using an hierarhial lassi�ation method, the 2-3 Hierarhial AsendingClassi�ation proposed by Patrie Bertrand in [1℄. The 2-3 Agglomerative Hi-erarhial Clustering (2-3 AHC) [1℄, generalizes the Agglomerative HierarhialClustering (AHC) by giving eah luster the possibility of interseting at mostanother luster, when the obtained intersetion is distint from the two lusters.This harateristi allows the resulting lusters struture to highlight groupsof objets (lusters) that have the ommon harateristis of two other groups(whih is not possible with the lassial AHC).Using our new 2-3 AHC algorithm [3℄ with the same �(n2logn) algorithmiomplexity as the lassial AHC, we have analyzed INRIA's Web sites' visitorsativities based on their behaviour.1 The Frenh National Institute for Researh in Computer Siene and Control



2 2-3 Agglomerative Hierarhial Classi�ationIn the �rst subsetion we present some hierarhial lassi�ation notions alongwith the lassial AHC algorithm. The seond subsetion presents the 2-3 AHConept introdued in [1℄ followed by a short desription of our 2-3 AHC algo-rithm [3℄, used later along with the lassial AHC algorithm to lassify the Webusage data (Setion 3.2).2.1 Agglomerative Hierarhial Classi�ationClustering or the unsupervised lassi�ation is a Data Mining tehnique used togroup together similar objet into lasses also known as lusters. Among the wellknown lustering tehniques one an �nd: the neural networks, the hierarhiallassi�ation methods, the fuzzy networks, the deision trees, et. Eah of theselustering tehniques generates a luster set organized by its spei� struture(partitions, hierarhies, pyramids, et.).In the agglomerative hierarhial methods, starting form the initial elements(the singletons), the lusters are suessively merged into higher level lusters,until the entire set of analyzed objets beomes a luster. These resulting hi-erarhial strutures (hierarhies, 2-3 hierarhies, pyramids) an then be easilyvisualized using a graphi alled dendogram.In order to present the 2-3 Agglomerative Hierarhial Classi�ation [1℄ andour 2-3 AHC algorithm [3℄, we �rst remind the lassial AHC priniple.Sokal and Sneath proposed in 1963 [6℄ the �rst version of the lassial AHCalgorithm, onsisting in two phases: initialization and merging.During the �rst phase, the singletons distane (dissimilarity) matrix is om-puted using a distane (dissimilarity) measure (e.g. the Eulidean distane),while the singletons represent the initial set of lusters. In the seond phase,suessive mergings are performed between the two losest lusters, until theinitial objets are all merged into a �nal luster. The two lusters are losest inthe sense of a hosen aggregation link, denoted � and simply alled link (i.e. sin-gle link, omplete link, average link). Together with this riteria, others like theardinality and the lexiographial order an be used to determine the losestlusters.The link �(X;Y ) between two merged lusters X and Y , represents theheterogeneity degree of the resulting luster X [ Y , and is denoted f(X [ Y ).In the �rst phase of the AHC algorithm, the f values of the singletons are setto 0. At the end of the seond phase, the resulting struture is a sequene ofnested partitions whih an be visualized using a dendogram (graphi based onthe heterogeneity degree f of the lusters).A small example of a lassial hierarhy is presented in Figure 1. In orderto hose a partition from the resulting hierarhy, the di�erenes between thef level of the reated lusters are analyzed. Usually the partitioning level ishosen whenever there's a \big" di�erene between the reated luster's levels.For example in Figure 2, the �rst partition ffa; b; g; fd; e; fg; fggg generated



by the level P1, is more appropriate than the seond one ffa; b; g; fd; e; f; ggggenerated by P2, sine the lusters are more homogeneous.
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b e gfda cFig. 2. Hierarhy partitioningWhenever a new luster X [ Y is reated by merging two other lustersX and Y , we say that X [ Y is predeessor for X and Y , while X and Y aresuessors of X[Y (f. Figure 1). The lusters found on the same f level as theirpredeessor are non-relevant lusters from the viewpoint of luster analysis, andan be eliminated from the hierarhy after its reation. This �nal eliminationstep is alled the re�nement step and will produe a stritly indexed hierarhy,making the orresponding dendogram easier to visualize.The main harateristi of the lassial AHC algorithm is that after eahmerging, only the resulting luster is kept for future mergings. Thus the result-ing struture (the hierarhy) will ontain only nested or disjoint lusters, alsodenoted as hierarhial lusters.A hierarhy will indue a new distane matrix (ultra-metri) over the initialelements based on the distanes at whih they were �rst regrouped in a luster.This matrix an be then ompared with the initial matrix or with other methodsindued matries, for quality analysis [3℄ using di�erent indies (e.g Stress [5℄formula).2.2 2-3 Hierarhies and 2-3 AHC AlgorithmWe present here the 2-3 hierarhy onept along with the 2-3 AgglomerativeHierarhial Classi�ation method introdued in [1℄ in order to generalize andto make more exible the lassial AHC.As we saw before, the AHC generates disjoint lusters or lusters inludedone in the other. The 2-3 Agglomerative Hierarhial Classi�ation method pro-posed in [1℄ gives eah luster the possibility of interseting at most anotherluster, when the obtained intersetion is distint from the two lusters. Thisharateristi allows the obtained luster struture to highlight groups of ob-jets having the ommon harateristis of two other groups (not possible withthe AHC).The resulting luster struture is alled an 2-3 hierarhy, term justi�ed bythe following property equivalent with the aforementioned harateristi:



Given any three lusters, at least two out of the three possibleformed lusters pairs are hierarhial (nested or disjoint).The term 2-3 hierarhy spei�es how the set of 2-3 hierarhies is an extensionof the hierarhies set - indeed, from the de�nition above it learly results thata hierarhy is a partiular ase of 2-3 hierarhy. This happens when all threepossible luster pairs are hierarhial, thus leading to a lassial hierarhy.A 2-3 hierarhy example is presented in Figure 3 bellow. When two lustersare not hierarhial, we say that they properly interset themselves: X properlyintersets Y , X \ Y =2 fX;Y; ;g. For instane on the example from Figure 3,the luster fbag properly intersets fag, while the lusters fbag and fbag arehierarhial.
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eFig. 3. Example of an 2-3 HierarhySine the 2-3 hierarhies allow lusters to properly interset themselves, theirstrutures are riher ompared with the lassial hierarhies obtained on samedata sets [3℄. For example the maximal number of reated lusters by the lassialAHC is (n � 1), ompared with [ 32 (n � 1)℄ for the 2-3 AHC [1℄, where n is theinitial number of elements. Comparative tests [3℄ have showed an 11% (withsingle-link) to 45% (with omplete-link) inrease in the reated lusters numberfor our 2-3 AHC algorithm. Figure 4 shows a small example of reated hierarhyand 2-3 hierarhy on a three points dataset, using the single-link.
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Fig. 4. AHC and 2-3 AHCDuring our experimentations on the Web usage data presented in the nextsetion, we have used our simpli�ed 2-3 AHC algorithm proposed in [2℄. Com-pared with the initial 2-3 AHC algorithm [1℄, our 2-3 AHC algorithm's advan-tages has a smaller omplexity (O(n2logn) instead of the initial O(n3)), andalso a simpli�ed priniple whih is similar to the lassial AHC algorithm.



3 Applying 2-3 AHC on Web usage data3.1 MotivationsNowadays the rapid and ontinuous growth of the Web an be a serious obstalefor users in their information searh, despite the improvements of existing searhengines. Personalizing the web spae by analyzing users behaviour an reduetheir quest for information and help them �nd more easily what they are lookingfor. For this, Data Mining tehniques an be used for Web data analysis, in oneof the three main Web Mining domains: Web Content Mining, Web StrutureMining and Web Usage Mining (WUM).The Web usage data used during the WUM proess are generally the users'navigational paths gathered in Web server logs, sometimes orrelated with infor-mation from the other Web Mining proesses, e.g. the site struture. The usersbehaviour analysis helps in the Web site(s) re-oneption proess and also fail-itates users information searh (through dynami inserted links).Users searhing for information on INRIA's Web site, are transparently brows-ing through the interonneted pages of INRIA's Web servers. To trae their be-haviour, we have analyzed the log aess �les from two INRIA Web servers: thenational Web server (http://www.inria.fr) and also the Sophia Antipolis researhunit Web server (http://www-sop.inria.fr).Sine INRIA's sienti� organization into researh teams has reently hanged(1st April 2004), we have hosen to study the Web users behaviour on two dif-ferent 15 days time periods:- from 01 until 15 January 2003, period denoted in the followings as Per1,- and from 27 May until 10 June 2004, period denoted as Per2.Indeed, the main motivation of our study here was to analyze the impatof the hanges in the Web site struture (see Appendix A), on users behaviourwhen searhing for information. More partiularly, our study onerned the lus-tering of INRIA Web sites' visited topis, using the 2-3 Hierarhial AsendingClassi�ation presented in the previous setion and was done in two phases:- �rst, the preproessing of the Web aess logs (based on the work ofTanasa et al. [7℄) and presented in setion 3.2,- seondly, the data mining (using our 2-3 AHC algorithm) and the resultanalysis phase (setion 4).3.2 Data preproessingIn this subsetion, we will shortly explain the data preproessing methodologyproposed by Tanasa et al. (see. [7℄ for more details). We used the AxIS LogMiner1tool developed within the AxIS researh team at INRIA Sophia Antipolis.The aim of the preproessing phase was to identify and extrat user naviga-tions (sequenes of user ations) from the raw Web logs, and was done in foursteps: data fusion, data leaning, data struturation and data summarization.1 Tool desription available at: http://www-sop.inria.fr/axis/axislogminer



Classial data preproessing :During the data fusion step, the Web logs �les were joined together for eahanalyzed period (resulting in log L1 for Per1 and log L2 for Per2), in order toreonstrut the ross-server users' navigations.Thus the two joined logs ontained all the requests (hronologially sorted)made by di�erent users for di�erent resoures on the two Web servers, overthe given periods of time. Some of these requests were made for non-relevantresoures from our analysis viewpoint and were eliminated in the data leaningstep. For example, we do not interest ourselves in requests for images, sinethey usually are impliit requests (images ontained in the aessed page [7℄).Also, the requests made by web rawlers (robots) have been eliminated from theweb logs for obvious reasons. Filtering out all these requests has redued L1 to11% and L2 to 15%, from their original size. For example for L2, the numberof requests was redued from 4.473.228 to 686.084, equivalent to a log �le sizeredution from 901Mb to 135Mb.Next, the data struturation step grouped the unstrutured log �les requestsby user, user session, page view, and visit (navigations). Sine log �les ontainonly the omputer IP and (sometimes) the user agent, we've onsidered as a user,the ouple (IP, [User Agent℄) and as a user session all the ations performed bythe user over the analyzed period.Then the users navigations were obtained by splitting every user session usinga 30 minutes threshold: 173.015 navigations for L1 and 145.454 navigations forL2.Finally, the obtained log �les were stored in a relational database in the datasummarization step.Advaned data preproessing :We performed a general data seletion step in whih we seleted from therelational DB the navigations (users visits) to analyze later, using the followingriteria:- navigation duration > 60 seonds,- number of requests in the navigation > 10,- browsing speed (duration/number of requests) > 4.This has redued the number of analyzed navigation to 9625 for L1 and to9309 for L2.Next, depending on the analysis, we performed seondary data seletions.For example, in the seondary data seletion assoiated with our �rst analysis(setion 4) we deided to keep only the visits on both INRIA's servers and toluster the visited �rst level topis (from the visited URLs). Thus the number ofanalyzed navigations was redued to 3905 for L1 and to 3513 for L2. Also, theWeb pages returned by the Web server with an error status ode (� 400) wereignored in our analysis. We have found a total of 190 visited topis for Per1 (78were researh teams). For Per2 we found 210 topis from whih 86 were researhteams (49 atual researh teams and 37 old researh teams from Per1).



Next, we performed a data generalization step, in whih the visited URLswere assigned to di�erent researh teams for later lustering. Sine INRIA re-searh teams organization has hanged (starting from 1st of April 2004), its Website struture hanged aordingly. The researh teams were reorganized fromthe four existing researh themes, into �ve new researh themes (Appendix A).We deided to analyze the impat of the Web site struture on users nav-igations before and after this hange (during Per1 and Per2). This was doneby performing two di�erent analyses of users visits: one on INRIA's �rst leveltopis and another on INRIA's researh teams. For the seond analysis, sine auser visit is atually a set of visited URLs, we needed to determine whih URLsbelong to di�erent researh teams.Eah URL an have several topis assoiated with di�erent semanti topis:http : ==www � sop:inria:fr| {z }= axis|{z} = personnel| {z } =Doru:Tanasa| {z } =doru�eng:htmlSite topi1 topi2 topi3Thus in a �rst step, a URL was assigned to a researh team when one of itstopis was the researh team itself. After this, omplementary information onINRIA's Web site was used to assign URLs to researh teams. For example,the URL: http://www.inria.fr/reherhe/equipes/axis.en.html does notontain any researh team topis, but is the AxIS researh team presentationpage from INRIA's main server.After the data generalization step and in order to luster the obtained topis,we needed to ompute the dissimilarity matrix used as input for the AHC andour 2-3 AHC algorithms. For this, we used the Jaard similarity index on thevisited topis as de�ned in [4℄. As in [4℄, we represented eah navigation by abinary vetor of the visited topis: the position i in the vetor is 0 if topii wasnot visited and 1 if topii was visited during the navigation. Based on thesevetors and aiming to de�ne a similarity/dissimilarity between two topis Riand Rj , we de�ne the four following quantities:- a as the number of ounts when Rki = Rkj = 1,- b as the number of ounts when Rki = 0 and Rkj = 1,-  as the number of ounts when Rki = 1 and Rkj = 0,- d as the number of ounts when Rki = 0 and Rkj = 0.Then the similarity between two topis Ri and Rj is omputed using:S(Ri; Rj) = aa+b+ , whih represents the probability of visiting both topiswhen at least one of them is visited. The dissimilarity matrix used as inputfor the lassial AHC and our 2-3 AHC, was omputed using the dissimilarity:�(Ri; Rj) = 1� S(Ri; Rj).4 ResultsFor our �rst analysis, we have foused on the researh teams distribution in theserver-rossed visited topis. We have seleted from Per1 all server-rossed navi-



robotvis SOP 3B, robotvis 3B, omore SOP 4A, iare SOP 4A, orion SOP 3A, axis SOP 3A,epidaure SOP 3B, odyssee SOP 3B, iare 4A, miaou SOP 4A, orion 3Aepidaure 3B, ariana SOP 3B, reves SOP 3B, miaou 4A,ariana 3B hir SOP 4A, omore 4A,aiman SOP 4Bprisme SOP 2B, prisme 2B koala SOP 2A, koala 2A, odyssee 3B, dream SOP 3A,roap SOP 2A, roap 2A lemme 2A, opale SOP 4B,opale 4B, ertilab 2A,pastis 3Borion SOP 3A, aaia SOP 3A, oprin SOP 2B, saga SOP 2B, sinus SOP 4B, sinus 4B,aaia 3A, axis SOP 3A, saga 2B smash SOP 4Borion 3A, aid SOP 3A,aid 3Arobotvis SOP 3B, robotvis 3B, mimosa SOP 1C, mimosa 1C, sloop SOP 1A, sloop 1A,odyssee SOP 3B tik SOP 1C, tik 1C oasis SOP 2A, oasis 2Arodeo SOP 1B, rodeo 1B, lemme SOP 2A, tropis SOP 1A, mistral SOP 1B, mistral 1Bplanete SOP 1B, planete 1B masotte SOP 1B, omega SOP 4B,galaad SOP 2B, afe SOP 2B,ertilab SOP 2Amefisto SOP 4B, mefisto 4B masotte SOP 1B, masotte 1B safir SOP 2B, safir 2Bmeije SOP 1C, meije 1CTable 1. INRIA's Web site topis lustering using 2-3 AHC for Per1gations (visiting both Web sites: main and Sophia's), and then lustered all ob-tained visited topis using our 2-3 AHC algorithm. Table 1 presents the repar-tition of only the researh team topis in the obtained lusters (the other topisare not presented here). Also, we did not represent, the one element lusters (the\outliers"): aiman 4B, saga 2B, meije SOP 1C, sysdys SOP 4B,hir 4A, afe 2B, odes 2B, visa SOP 4A, tropis 1A, omega 4B.We added after the name of eah researh team, their theme and sub-theme, aswell as their site (empty for the main site and \SOP" for Sophia's site).As we an see the researh teams distribution usually orresponds to theirtheme membership (16 out of the 19 non-trivial lusters ontain researh teamsfrom the same theme). Also, old researh teams that have been replaed by newresearh teams, are in the same lusters as the orresponding new ones, sinetheir pages are strongly interonneted. For example: aid was replaed by axis(luster 7), rodeo by planete (luster 13), et.

Fig. 5. 2-3 Hierarhy on theme 3 projets during Per1



For the seond analysis we have seleted from the obtained navigations insetion 3.2, only those visiting at least one page on INRIA's main server. Fromthese navigations, we hoose to analyze the visited topis (researh teams) onlyfrom the main server pages and to luster only the researh teams topis fortheme 3 (Per1 and Per2) and for theme Cog (Per2).Thus, we have �rst seleted only those navigations ontaining at least onevisit of the theme 3 pages on INRIA's main server during Per1. From thesenavigations, we have lustered the visited topis on the main server only, or-responding to researh teams from theme 3 (Figure 5). In the resulting lassi�-ation we an distinguish two main lusters (82 and 85) that group almost allelements from the two sub-themes of theme 3 (see Appendix A).

Fig. 6. 2-3 hierarhy on theme 3 projetsduring Per2 Fig. 7. 2-3 hierarhy on theme Cog projetsduring Per2Next, we have seleted for the seond period the navigations visiting at leastone of the new themes pages on the INRIA's main server. From these navigationswe have foused again on the topis orresponding to researh teams from the\old" theme 3, only on the main server's pages (f. Figure 6). We refer in thislassi�ation to the new theme Bio, whih groups together in luster 73 the fourresearh teams that were separated in the previous organization (Figure 5). Some



of the researh teams have not been assigned to one of the new �ve themes sinethey were either replaed or stopped, but their Web pages are still aessible onthe Internet (i.e. sharp, opera, verso).Finally, we have seleted only the navigations that had at least one visit of thenew theme Cog pages during Per2. We have then lustered only the topis on themain servers pages orresponding to a researh team from theme Cog (f. Figure7). We note that users have the tendeny to visit all CogA researh teams, whilefor the others sub-themes there is a ertain variability and a deeper analysisis needed (possible auses: events like onferenes or seminaries presented onINRIA's Web site that a�ets users visits, the reent hange of struture, et.).Also we found that our researh team, AxIS, is grouped in the two time periodswith di�erent researh teams.

Fig. 8. Classial hierarhy on themeCog projets Fig. 9. 2-3 hierarhy on theme Cog projetsIn our �nal analysis we have ompared the lassial AHC method and our2-3 AHC algorithm, by lustering the researh teams from theme Cog (duringPer2). The data seletion was the same as in the previous analysis: navigationsvisiting at least one of the theme Cog pages, topis only from the main server'spages and representing researh teams from theme Cog.Figures 8 and 9 present a partial output (ontaining all 3B researh teams)of the lassial AHC respetively of our 2-3 AHC algorithm. The 2-3 hierarhyobtained ontains more reated lusters than the lassial hierarhy (22 against15), and thus more information. For example, analyzing luster 54 in Figure 9,we an say that researh teams ariana, epidaure and odyssee have a \stronger"probability of being visited together, ompared with the one given by the lassialhierarhy (Figure 8).



5 Conlusions and future workThis paper presents the �rst appliation of a 2-3 AHC algorithm on Web usagedata, and shows the potentials of our algorithm ompared with the lassial AHCalgorithm. In our study, we interested ourselves in lustering the visited topisof INRIA's Web site, whih reently (1st April 2004) hanged its struture.We have studied the impat of INRIA's Web site struture on users naviga-tions, during two time periods (before and right after the site struture hange).Although the seond analyzed period was shortly after the hange, we have foundthat usually users navigations are inuened by the Web site struture.Our ongoing and future work onern the following topis:- deeper analysis of the omparison between 2-3 AHC and AHC on sameWeb usage data, using di�erent aggregation links,- a better dissimilarity measure. For example the generalized Jaard in-dex, whih takes into aount the number of visited pages for a topi,not just its presene (ount vs. binary),- appliation of our 2-3 AHC algorithm on other data inferred from theativities reports of INRIA's researh teams, and omparison of theresults with the ones obtained here.Aknowledgements : We would like to thank Mihai Jura for his help on thepreproessing phase and Sophie Honnorat for her help with the english orre-tions.A INRIA researh teams organizationBefore 1st of April 2004, INRIA's researh teams were organized in four di�erentresearh themes, namely:- Theme 1: Networks and systems:- A : Arhitetures and Systems,- B : Networks and Teleommuniations,- C : Distributed and Real-Time Programming.- Theme 2: Software engineering and symboli omputing:- A : Semantis and Programming,- B : Algorithms and Computational Algebra.- Theme 3: Human-omputer interation, images proessing, data manage-ment, knowledge systems:- A : Databases, Knowledge Bases, Cognitive Systems,- B : Vision, Image Analysis and Synthesis.- Theme 4: Simulation and optimization of omplex systems:- A : Control, Robotis, Signal,- B : Modelling and Sienti� Computing.After this date, the researh teams were reorganized in the following �ve researhthemes:



- Theme Com: Communiating systems:- A : Distributed systems and software arhiteture,- B : Networks and teleoms,- C : Embedded systems and mobility,- D : Arhiteture and ompiling.- Theme Cog: Cognitive systems:- A : Statistial modeling and mahine learning,- B : Pereption, indexing and ommuniation for images and video,- C : Multimedia data: interpretation and man-mahine interation,- D : Image synthesis and virtual reality.- Theme Sym: Symboli systems:- A : Reliability and safety of software,- B : Algebrai and geometri strutures, algorithms,- C : Management and proessing of language and data.- Theme Num: Numerial systems:- A : Control and omplex systems,- B : Grids and high-performane omputing,-C : Optimization and inverse problems for stohasti or large-sale systems,- D : Modeling, simulation and numerial analysis.- Theme Bio: Biologial systems:- A : Modeling and simulation in biology and mediine.Referenes1. P. Bertrand. Set systems for whih eah set properly intersets at most one otherset - Appliation to Cluster Analysis. Researh Report Ceremade 0202, UniversiteParis-9, Frane, 2002.2. S. Chelea, P. Bertrand, and B. Trousse. Agglomerative 2-3 Hierarhial Clustering:theoretial improvements and tests. In 27th Annual Conferene of the Gesellshaftfur Klassi�kation, Cottbus, Germany, 12 - 14 mars 2003.3. S. Chelea, P. Bertrand, and B. Trousse. Un Nouvel Algorithme de Classi�ationAsendante 2-3 Hi�erarhique. In Reonnaissane des Formes et d'Intelligene Arti-�ielle (RFIA 2004), Centre de Congr�es Pierre BAUDIS, Toulouse, 28-30 Janvier2004.4. A. El Golli, B. Conan-Guez, F. Rossi, D. Tanasa, B. Trousse, and Y. Lehevallier. Lesartes topologiques auto-organisatries pour l'analyse des �hiers logs. In 11�emesRenontre de la Soi�et�e Franophone de Classi�ation, Bordeaux, 8-10 septembre,2004. to appear.5. A.R. JOHNSON and D.W. WICHERN. Applied Multivariate Statistial Analysis,hapter 12. Prentine Hall, 1982.6. R.R. Sokal and P.H.A. Sneath. Priniples of numerial taxonomy. Freeman, SanFraniso, 1963.7. D. Tanasa and B. Trousse. Advaned data preproessing for intersites web usagemining. IEEE Intelligent Systems, 19(2):59{65, Marh-April 2004.


